Easy to clean and easy to move (even one handed!) Dotti is perfect for flexible, busy settings. Available in two heights, it’s designed to fit kids and adults alike.

Meet while you move.
Grown-ups might be less wiggly than kids in general, but movement helps their brains function better too. Dotti’s 18” size is perfect for standard height tables in small group meeting and break out areas.

Focus while you fidget.
Promote better focus by bringing students away from their desks into informal areas where learning and moving are designed to bring out the best in each other.

Lean into Learning with Dotti

Since the invention of the first chair, kids (and adults, too) have had trouble sitting still. After a certain amount of time, slouching, knee bouncing, pencil drumming, and toe tapping increase as focus dwindles.

But research shows that wigglers and fidgeters may be on to something: moving bodies and engaged minds lead to more active and engaged minds. Dotti’s design supports bodies and minds by utilizing a contoured rubber base that encourages movement and a variety of different seating positions. Dotti lets you tilt, perch, and lean in ways that activate your core, giving your muscles something to do while your mind gets to work.

Easy to clean and easy to move (even one handed!) Dotti is perfect for flexible, busy settings. Available in two heights, it’s designed to fit kids and adults alike.

Meet while you move.
Grown-ups might be less wiggly than kids in general, but movement helps their brains function better too. Dotti’s 18” size is perfect for standard height tables in small group meeting and break out areas.

Focus while you fidget.
Promote better focus by bringing students away from their desks into informal areas where learning and moving are designed to bring out the best in each other.

Play while you perch.
Who says learning can’t be fun? Studies show that giving children the freedom to learn through play increases motivation and builds a strong foundation for future cognitive development.

Models

- What mechanism?
  - You just naturally rock and roll

- Mechanism

- Models

- Bola for Children 48” round x 24”H table with formal glides and Dotti 16” stool

- Play while you perch.
- Who says learning can’t be fun? Studies show that giving children the freedom to learn through play increases motivation and builds a strong foundation for future cognitive development.

- Focus while you fidget.
- Promote better focus by bringing students away from their desks into informal areas where learning and moving are designed to bring out the best in each other.
The skinny on Dotti®

Features
Contoured rubber base provides intuitive rocking “mechanism”
Embedded grab handles allow Dotti to move with you wherever you go, and at less than 8 lbs, its easy to carry
Dotti’s small footprint maximizes headcount (and tucks away when not in use)
Affordable price point makes Dotti a steal
Approved for up to 300 lbs of use

Options
Two heights available
Choose from our huge offering of fabrics

Design
Simple form language blends into a wide range of environments, from waiting rooms to break out spaces, and classrooms to college dorms
White high gloss finish looks fresh and clean (and is easy to keep it that way)

Environmental
SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold certified
BIFMA level 1™ certified